Faith: the substance of
things to be hoped for
Gerard Kilroy
The Vespers celebrated in Hampton Court Palace’s Chapel
Royal on Tuesday 9 February was the first service according to
the Latin Rite of the Catholic Church to be held in that historic
venue for 450 years. Gerard Kilroy describes a memorable
evening of discussion and shared liturgy which would, he says,
have met with the approval of Edmund Campion.
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Many of those present were moved by what they
carefully avoided discussing. The choice of Vespers
meant that divergent views on the Eucharist were not
thrust onto the stage, nor were thorny issues such as
the apostolic succession or the ordination of women.
While the event avoided such traditional obstacles to
unity, it showed that the two churches could pray and
talk together, even in a royal palace. If it is true that
the Defensor Fidei would have turned in his grave at
the presence of a Cardinal of the church of St Alphonsus Liguori in Rome,
defence of the seven
sacraments and of the faith of the catholic and
apostolic church was as demented as his treatment of
women. On 30 July 1540, two days after the execution
of Thomas Cromwell, Henry VIII had three priests
hanged for denying the royal supremacy, and three
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more from political necessity than theological difference, substituted royal supremacy for papal supremacy, replaced the rood-screen with the royal coat of
arms and the Blessed Virgin with the Virgin Queen.
Both John Foxe (1516 1587), the greatest Protestant
martyrologist, and Edmund Campion (1540 1580),
the foremost Jesuit martyr, believed that academic
disputation, and not persecution, was the answer to
religious difference; Campion asked the Queen and
her Privy Council for a public disputation with the
Doctors and Masters and chosen men of both
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and a shared liturgy.
Jon Round, Chairman of the Choral Foundation, was
responsible for the magnificent music that followed.
The Sixteen, a choir that was originally formed in
Magdalen College, Oxford by Harry Christophers,
and the Genesis Sixteen, joined forces to sing Solemn
Vespers of the Blessed Virgin in the Chapel Royal.
The plainchant was sung with beauty and precision,
and punctuated by polyphonic antiphons and a
Magnificat by Thomas Tallis (c.1505 1585). The
organist, Matthew Martin, fittingly ended with an
organ voluntary of his own composition, on the organ
restored by the Choral Foundation: a tribute to its
role in nurturing young musicians.
As the guests left Hampton Court Palace, now quietly
freezing in bitter north winds, they could not help but
feel that the evening in the Great Hall and the Chapel
Royal was a landmark, which showed how far both
churches have travelled. Of course, difficult doctrinal
issues remain, but meanwhile we can talk, pray and
sing together, and so unite the best elements in two
great traditions of music and theology. John
Studzinski
ng like direct
confirmed in a thousand ways by this memorable
evening of committed theological discussion and
soaring sacred music.
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